
Getting Started
After removing the mat from the box, it should lay flat in a 
warm, dry environment for several hours to allow it to relax and 
uncurl before placing it into service.

Note: Matting must never be stored on-end. This will cause the 
edges to curl and will void the warranty.

USE AND CARE INFORMATION

NoTrax® Floor Mats 
With RedStop™ Technology

Care and Cleaning
When placing a mat into service, be certain that the floor and 
the underside of the mat are completely free of dirt and debris. 
For best results, periodically clean the bottom of the mat using a 
damp cloth only, NO cleaning chemicals. Allow to air dry after 
cleaning. If using the mat on cleaned carpet, make sure that the 
carpet is completely dry before returning mat to use.

NoTrax will not be liable for any injuries resulting from failure to 
follow the recommended housekeeping procedures. Frequent 
cleaning under the mat is also required to maintain 
the warranty.

Storage and Handling
For proper storage, roll the mat with the top surface facing out 
and lay flat. Do not stack any materials or other mats on top of a 
rolled mat. Store mats in a dry environment with a 
moderate temperature.
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Unique to NoTrax® floor mats, RedStop™ anti-slip technology 
dramatically reduces mat slippage on smooth surfaces, such 
as tile or sealed/treated floors. RedStop provides increased 
friction between the underside of the mat and a clean, dry floor 
surface to anchor the mat in place without leaving a tacky or 
sticky residue. 

We’re confident you will find the performance of this floor mat 
to be second to none. To ensure that you get the best possible 
performance from your mat and to maintain its appearance and 
integrity over the longest possible time, follow these care tips.


